
 
 

PITCHSIDE STAGE FAQS 
 
 
Why would I need to use a pitchside stage? 
We do of course have several suites, many pitch-facing, but for those larger events of 1000+ guests, 
you may wish to have a welcome from within the stadium itself. It is ideal for a stand-alone event or 
as part of a larger event using multiple suites. Due to the stadium seating, we wouldn’t recommend 
guests sit in the bowl all day.  
 
How far in advance do I need to book?  
Like everything, the sooner you know the better. This way we can check that pitch-side is available 
and then work with LEDHouse to secure one of their many stage options along with technical support.  
 
Is it available all year round?  
We do recommend spring/summer months only, but we are happy to work with you on your preferred 
dates.   
 
What happens if it rains?  
The majority of our seats are covered, as is the stage, but of course, with UK weather anything can 
happen so do bear this in mind like any outdoor events you are planning. We would only allow 
cancellation should adverse weather conditions make it unsafe. 
 
Are there minimum or maximum numbers?  
Not exactly. Our current selection of suites can accommodate most numbers but if they are already in 
use or indeed you want the outside option then this could work for you. The higher the numbers, the 
lower the price per person it becomes.  
 
How is it priced?  
Once we know your requirements, we will quote for the pitch-side stage, seating area and any 
additional requirements for the whole of your event, including a rehearsal or set up day. We are happy 
to then introduce you to LEDHouse who will work with you on any production or ad hoc requirements. 
Everything will be placed into one contract from us here at Twickenham Stadium. 
 
What are the options? 
 
Option 1: T50 screen  
Stage, sound, lighting, 1 x wireless camera system, 1 x remote camera system, 2 x operators, screen 
above the stage. 
 
Option 2: 2 x T16 screens  
16:9 Ratio, Line Array Sound System, Pixel Pitch 4.8mm; 5m x 3m screens. 
 
A cleaning and steward fee will also apply.  
 
 
 



 
 
Where will the screen be positioned?  
Ideally it will sit in front of the East Stand seats. This ensures it can work perfectly to access our East 
Stand facilities such as the Lock 4 or Lock 5, Gate Restaurants or Union Ale House which all have direct 
access to the pitch-side.  
 
Can I just book pitch-side without using the stage?  
Of course. Our pitch-side is available for BBQs, teambuilding and drinks receptions all year round 
(weather dependant of course!)  
 
Can you help us with our presentation?  
Absolutely. You may already have your own inhouse creative team but LED can also design and work 
with them on this with you and advise you what animations and graphics look good on the screen. 
Pricing on request.  
 
Can you give us an example of how it could be incorporated into my event? 
 

Time  What  Where  

0900 Arrival refreshments Lock 4 and Lock 5  

1000 Welcome and any keynote speeches Pitchside stage  

1100 Delegates head off to their breakout / track sessions  Various conference suites  

1300 Lunch  Lock 4 and Lock 5  

1400 Afternoon breakout sessions continue  Various conference suites  

1630 Closing remarks  Pitchside stage  

 
 
 
 
 


